GAZA STRIP: HUMANITARIAN ACCESS CONSTRAINTS
29 May 2024

JLOTS (Joint Logistics Over-The-Shore): A 550-m long floating dock for the delivery of humanitarian cargo, open since 16 May. Paused for maintenance/repairs as of 26 May.

Al Rasheeda coastal road: A lengthy and overcrowded route designated for the passage of humanitarian aid trucks by the Israeli authorities.

JLOTS compound, Satellite imagery: 18 May 2024 © Maxar.

Al Rasheed checkpoint: Currently not in use for humanitarian convoys.

Salah Ad Din Road: Main road to cross between North and South (risk of congestion).

Israel military fence road: Currently not in use for humanitarian convoys.
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JLOTS: Joint Logistics Over-The-Shore

Recent evacuation orders issued by Israeli forces on 6 and 11 May.
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Designated for pre-approved goods when open and currently the only available crossing for people; since 8 May, no safe access from within Gaza and not logistically viable.
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JLOTS compound, Satellite imagery: 18 May 2024 © Maxar.

Recent evacuation orders were issued by Israeli forces between 11 and 18 May.